
favoured press jargon) but-dare one whisper it?-he
was also smug. One felt that his preoccupation was with
the form rather than the facts . . . Let's be gentlemen
and work something out, shall we?

Unfortunately, the Rhodesian cycle has turned too
far for that. Britain can no longer be the arbiter in
search of compromise: she must choose sides and put
all her vast economic and political weight behind the
side she chooses. And who can be in any doubt as to
which is the right side? Britain's only hope-and duty
-in supporting the just cause espoused by African
nationalism is that in doing so she will ensure fair play
for the loser.

This~ however!' is abstract. Mr. Butler plumped for
compromise. And compromise is out when it comes to

the immediate issue. This, simply, is whether the Afri
can people are to have--eonstitutionally-a worthy and
telling position in the affairs of their nation.

As a consequence of Britain's default, the Z.A.P.U.
has sought another challenger for its cause, the United
Nations Organisation. But as Mr. Joshua Nkomo, the
party's president, admitted in Accra recently, diplomatic
oneupmanship in New York is pretty remote from
political victory in Salisbury. The match must be fought
on the home ground.

If Whitehead and his U.F.P. continue on their present
inflexible course, refusing to countenance African poli
tical demands for fear of losing further European
support, then the game is going to be somewhat under
hand, and we can expect a number of fouls. •

Mbari-First Anniversary EZEKIEL MPHAHLELE

THE END OF JUNE this year marked the first anniversary
of Mbari Writers' and Artists' Club. The occasion was
celebrated with an art exhibition -showing paintings by
Louren~ Marques's African painter, Malangatana,
and closed with a party, at which Langston Hughes was
guest of honour. We also had the Negro poet, Paul
Vesey, the secretary of the American Society of African
Culture which now has an office in Lagos, and the
South Africans Bloke Modisane, J. Arthur Maimane,
and Lewis Nkosi.

Ulli Beier, the German-born authority on Yoruba
culture, who has virtually made Nigeria his second
home, was instrumental in bringing Malangatana to a
larger audience in Africa and Britain. He made the
first contact with the painter during an Mrican tour
last year, during which he also met Peter Clarke of
Simon's Town, Elimo Njau (sculptor and painter) of
Tanganyika, Ibrahim Salahi of Sudan, and another
artist in Ethiopia. Mbari has already exhibited Salahi
and two Nigerian painters, Demas Nwoko and Uche
Okeke.

Mbari's first year has been a whirlwind of activity.
I was privileged to be one of the founders of this club
in Ibadan, together with Wole Soyinka (playwright),
John Pepper Clark (poet), Mrs. Frances .Ademola
(Ghanaian broadcaster now married to a Nigerian), and
Ulli Beier. Mbari itself is an Ibo temple which is erected
every year in dedication to the earth god, and is made
simply by supporting a roof with lines of carved
wooden images. The old one disintegrates and a new
one put up each year. We decided that it was time
that Ibadan, the largest all-African city in the continent,
had a centre where people could come and watch an
art exhibition, listen to music, see an open-air drama
pedormance and used an Africana reference library. So
we asked the Congress for Cultural Freedom to help us
lease part of a building. Promptly this was done.

The Congress for Cultural Freedom is an interna
tional organisation in Paris which encourages the arts,
literature, music and scholarship all over the world.
It organises conferences, ~usic festivals, or sponsors
them, and also assists individuals who pursue any of
these branches of cultural activity. L'Institut d'Etudes
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Congolaises in the Congo was its first African venture,
being an adult education centre. Mbari is its second.
The African service o~ Congress, which I now direct
seeks to promote centres like Mbari wherever conditions
permit and the community invites the Congress. At the
time of writing I am undertaking a tour throughout
Arica to e.xplore such conditions and to look for writers
and artists who need to be sponsored and should be
acquainted with Mbari.

Since last year, there have been art exhibitions at
Mbari; a music festival; two schools of visual arts, each
lasting a week. Julian Beinart from the Fine Arts
department of the Witwatersrand University, conducted
both sessions and found them most stimulating. We
have started a Mbari Publication project to publish
good African writing which, for commercial and
"aesthetic" reasons would not be taken by big
publishing houses. Among them are John Pepper
Clark's verse play, The Song of a Goat; Leon Damas'
African Songs (in translation from the French); Alex
la Guma's most beautiful novelette, A Walk in the
Night, regarded generally as the best thing Mbari has
produced. La Guma's short stories will be published
soon. Art exhibitions and publication of African works,
together with the Africa-wide short story and poetry
contest now closing, and last June's Conference of
African Writers of English Expression at Makerere
College, Kampala-all these are intended to make
Mbari an African, rather than just a Nigerian,
institution.

It was naturat in the first place, for Mbari to come
to life in Nigeria. This country of 40,000,000 people
made up of three main "nations," has now five prin
cipal poets, two playwrights, three principal novelists,
all writing in English, and there are three principal
radio drama producers. Again, it is a free country and
cultural activity can flourish without any state control
or sanctions. The state can of course be called in to
assist if necessary. This may not always be so, and it
may not always be the right thing, but it does, in the
first instance, allow for free play of people's initiative
and drive. Mbari is a non-racial centre, and has a
mixed ordinary membership. •
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